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Holland park Villas launches this spring
Holland Park Villas in Kensington W8 is a prestigious new development
set on an exclusive and verdant site immediately adjacent to London’s
Holland Park. The world-class development offers 68 apartments and four
penthouses, with a 24-hour concierge service to rival the city’s finest hotels.
Gated and highly discreet, Holland Park Villas offers the highest level of
security, as well as privacy via a security lodge that registers visitors and
monitors access to the villas and a residents-only underground car park.
The lead developer, Native Land, has a reputation for creating
enviable and sophisticated places to live, such as Cheyne Terrace,
10 Montrose Place and the multi award-winning and architecturally
important NEO Bankside. Holland Park Villas is also a joint venture with
Grosvenor, Hotel Properties Limited and Amcorp Properties Berhad.
Arranged in four contemporary villas, Holland Park Villas boasts an
impressive circular driveway entrance and an elegant lobby. Inside the
apartments, airy open-plan living spaces are crafted from a sumptuous
palette of oak, marble, granite and stone and complemented by generous
terraces or balconies framed by greenery.
Floor-to-ceiling glazing allows for long views over the surrounding
woodland or views into a landscaped garden courtyard of stone pathways,
bridges and an array of trees to provide shade. Residents will be able to
to entertain their guests in the private club room, hold meetings in the
business suite or enjoy private screenings in the cinema.
They will also have access to a fully stocked library, climatecontrolled wine cellar and a 20m swimming pool, along with a Jacuzzi,
gymnasium and a private studio for Pilates and yoga. Further amenities,
including a private children’s playground and an extensive courtyard
garden, makes the Holland Park Villas the perfect family homes.
Due for completion this spring, please contact Knight Frank on
020 7229 0229 for sales information; native-land.com

Buyer drives away with 130 knightsbridge
parking spaces for £20m
Boutique property agency Nicolas Van Patrick has successfully brokered the
sale of 130 parking spaces at a prominent residential block in Knightsbridge
for more than £20m. It took around six months for the unusual off-market
deal to go through, but, as the agency’s Alvarado says: “Due to the rarity
of the asset, the buyer remained committed to the purchase and was
prepared to wait.” The spaces are all located at Kingston House North, a
well-regarded 1930s building designed by architect Michael Rosenauer,
just south of Hyde Park. The building, incidentally, served as home to exiled
Norwegian government during WWII.
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let’s Get together
Nick craysoN, founder of crayson, calls for traditional
estate agency to shape up its act before hybrid agents take
over the london property market

IN THE PAST 40 years, the
Earth has lost half of its wildlife.
These species were all part of
complex ecosystems and it is
fairly clear that, in recent times,
mankind hasn’t been behaving
as a guardian of the planet – on
the contrary, we are destroying
everything around us, not to
mention ourselves, as we continue
to destroy the Earth.
In not too dissimilar a
way, estate agency seems to
be digging its own hole in the middle of London when it comes to
the property market. Many are still obsessed with the effects of
the increases to Stamp Duty Land Tax (SDLT), but on the whole
seem completely clueless with how to deal with it. A Willie Whitelaw
manifesto-style ‘short sharp shock’ would have been far better

everyone will lose if the service of
traditional estate agency disappears
than the slow death of property values, which has been foisted on
us by an industry too terrified to accept the truth that a large price
correction was needed as an instant response – a painful, slow
decline is to everyone’s disadvantage.
As an industry group, estate agency is entirely disorganised and
unprepared to deal with all aspects of the new paradigm. I am not talking
about individual agents – who, as a general rule, are doing their very best
to deal with a tricky situation – but their masters and commanders are
still setting completely unrealistic prices and seem incapable of giving the
right advice to clients. Most have now become so ineffective at providing
the most basic services that it’s not surprising many sellers are starting to
list their properties on some faceless ‘hybrid’ agent’s website – where no
service is paid for and absolutely none guaranteed in return.
Advertisements from some of these hybrid agents discuss savings
on fees – so why is our own full-service industry not fighting back
through the same channels and highlighting the unreported losses that
arise from giving your sale to a faceless company with very little local
experience? The combination of all of the above is akin to shooting
oneself in the foot and, at the same time, burying one’s head in the sand.
Everyone will lose if the service of traditional estate agency
disappears. It’s time to fight as everything is threatened by inaction.
Crayson, 10 Lambton Place, W11 2SH, 020 7221 1117, crayson.com
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